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Abstract
Current Optical Character Reader (OCR) technologies can achieve high character recognition rates when applied on
contemporary documents with good printing quality. However, these OCR systems achieve notably lower accuracy on
degraded documents. This is especially the case for historical documents exhibiting degraded papers, low quality
printing, ancient linguistic particularities, and old-style fonts which may be unknown to a standard OCR. For this
purpose, adaptive hidden Markov model (HMM) OCR systems were designed that try to adapt to the specificities of the
document to be recognized. We combine transition histogram, and structure and parameter adaptive HMM for printed
character recognition. This work is an extension of paper [1].
Keywords: Hidden Markov models, structure adaptation, parameter adaptation, printed text recognition, historical
documents, and transition histograms.

I.

INTRODUCTION

To create new either nature is analyzed or existing
knowledge is used. A part of knowledge which is carved
ancient books and literatures seem to be abundant database
for analytical and formative studies hence documents
digitization projects comes to existent. The last two
decades have seen the creation of paper documents
digitization projects in libraries and archives. Some of the
most representative projects are Google Books and Gallica.
The ﬁnal aim of these projects is to give remote access to
digitized collections with a particular interest and emphasis
on historical documents for which high resolution digital
facsimiles provide an alternate media allowing the
preservation of the paper documents. Digital access to
these documents depends on the effectiveness of optical
character recognition (OCR). Current OCR technologies
can achieve high character recognition rates when applied
on contemporary documents with good printing quality.
However, these OCR systems achieve notably lower
accuracy on degraded documents. This is especially the
case for historical documents exhibiting degraded papers,
low quality printing, ancient linguistic particularities, and
old-style fonts which may be unknown to a standard OCR.
An OCR system first analyzes the layout of a document
in order to extract the text blocks which are then segmented
into lines. The success of this preliminary step is essential
for the further recognition process. Present-day industrial
OCR systems use a technology based on a segmentation
stage that segments these text lines into characters which
are then recognized in isolation using dedicated classifiers.
This character segmentation stage is often ineffective on
handwritten documents and also fails quite often when
applied to some problematic printed documents such as
highly degraded ones, or old documents (because of their
degradation and their similarities in some aspects with
handwritten documents3). The state-of-the-art systems try
to correct these segmentation errors using information

about character shapes, alternating segmentation and
recognition steps in order to optimize the character
recognition process [2]. Nevertheless, this segmentation
problem remains an important limitation to the
effectiveness of this technology.
Some segmentation-free recognition techniques have
been proposed to achieve recognition and segmentation in
conjunction. These methods use an implicit segmentation
approach (also called “sliding window”), cutting the text
lines at regular intervals (narrower than the width of the
characters which are, therefore, over-segmented) and
leaving it to the classifier to determine the boundaries of
characters together with the best sequence of characters.
The most commonly-used classifier falling into this
framework is the hidden Markov model (HMM) [3]. The
main advantage of HMMs is their ability to take into
account all the information available to build a decision, by
the combination of a data model (are presentation of the
character shape information) and a model of the expected
solution (the language model in a wider sense). The
effectiveness of HMMs has been demonstrated in various
domains such as speech processing [4], handwriting
recognition (see [5] for a recent survey) and cursive printed
scripts recognition [6], [7].
II.

RELATED WORK

Statistical classiﬁers used for character recognition can
cope with a large diversity of shapes. These generic
(“multifont”) classiﬁers are trained on huge data sets [4]. In
principle, these systems are able to recognize characters of
any font but none of them can recognize with the same
accuracy any type of font. It is generally agreed that a
general-purpose system has much lower accuracy than
dedicated (or ”monofont”) systems. Unfortunately, the
large labeled data sets that are required to train such
monofont systems are generally missing. One possible
solution to the lack of labeled data is to specialize a generic
system on new data using a limited amount of labeled data
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or without labeled data. For this purpose, adaptive systems
were designed that try to adapt to the speciﬁcities of the
document to be recognized. The ﬁrst kind of adaptive
systems consider training a new classiﬁer with character
images extracted from the document to be recognized, and
labeled. Similar” prototyping” techniques have been
introduced in most commercial OCRs [2]. Such methods
can perform well but their effectiveness depends on the
accuracy of the initial recognizer. A second kind of
adaptive systems makes use of adaptation techniques. In
practice, adaptation consists in tuning a general-purpose
recognizer so as to better recognize new data, assuming the
isogeny of the data (for example: the same font is used in
the entire document). Thus, adaptation can be considered
here as the specialization of an already trained generic
classiﬁer. The adaptation of an existing recognizer is
particularly interesting when the available amount of
labeled data is too small to train a new classiﬁer from
scratch [6]. Consequently, in these adaptation uses
techniques that are similar to those used for training.
For HMM-based recognizers, efﬁcient algorithms,
namely maximum a posteriori (MAP) [7] and maximum
likelihood linear regression (MLLR) [8] have been
proposed for this adaptation task. To our knowledge, all
these existing HMM adaptation algorithms only deal with
the adaptation of the data model, leaving the HMM
structure unchanged. However, in the literature, structure
optimization has been addressed for training purpose.
Indeed, HMM model structure has an important inﬂuence
on its accuracy.
To train HMM models, there exist two well-established
iterative training algorithms based on an Expectation Maximization estimation: the Baum-Welch and the Viterbi
algorithms. Given a predetermined structure, these
algorithms estimate the model parameters using the
maximum likelihood (ML) criterion. They are commonly
used for HMM training but have some known defects.
First, they require a large amount of training data to
correctly estimate HMM parameters. Second, they are
sensitive to the initialization as they do not necessarily
converge to the global optimum. Finally, the HMM
structure has to be determined prior to learning.
The use of HMM data model adaptation is an
interesting approach to increase the accuracy of a generic
system on a particular data set. But this technique remains
limited when data become signiﬁcantly different from the
training data. In particular, we know that these methods
modify the data model but retain the structure of the initial
model unchanged, despite the fact that this structure,
determined on the training data, is not necessarily the most
appropriate to represent the new data set. Now, it is a
known fact that choosing a good structure is important to
build an effective HMM model. We have seen that great
effort was made on the optimization of the HMM structure.
Previous work includes heuristic as well as model selection
methods, which are divided into ” global” and ” local”
approaches (that differ in how they explore the HMM
structure search-space). Despite the relatively large amount
of studies devoted to HMM structure optimization, none of
them have been developed in the context of adaptation.
Therefore, we investigated how some of these techniques
could be introduced in an adaptation task, since they appear

to have potential merits for improving the existing HMM
adaptation algorithms.
III.

PROPOSED SYSTEM

The proposed system performs feature extraction and
recognition in two phases: first phase segments the image
into characters and uses transition histogram character
image to find a match between it and the transition
histogram of labeled data. So that it can recognize high
confident characters. For degraded image segments
structure and parameter adaptation of HMMs used as the
final phase for recognizing characters.
3.1 Transition histogram
The goal of the feature extraction phase is to extract, in
an ordered way a set of relevant features that reduce
redundancy in the word image while preserving the
discriminative information for recognition. Feature set is
based
on
the
analysis
of
the
bi-dimensional contour transition histogram of each
segment in the horizontal and vertical directions.

Figure 1: Transition histogram for character „B‟.
3.2 Combination of Structure and
Adaptation of Sequential HMMs

Parameter

In order to combine structure as well as parameter
adaptation into a single framework, ﬁrst derived an
optimization scheme that can handle the main constraint of
adaptation principle, which is the scarcity of labeled data.
In targeted application, the parameters as well as the
structure of a large set of models (89 characters HMM
models) have to be re-estimated. The estimation of the
criteria used in the literature for guiding the structure
optimization requires a quite large amount of data. In this
context, there is a possibility that the labeled adaptation
data set does not comprise enough samples to adapt each
model. To overcome this difﬁculty, a semi-supervised
adaptation framework designed where the available new
data is divided into two subsets: the small adaptation set
contains only labeled data, and the larger validation set
contains only unlabeled data. These two data sets are
mutually exclusive. The adaptation data set is used for the
re-estimation of the parameters of Gaussian mixtures while
the unlabeled validation data set is used to optimize the
structure modiﬁcation operations, by estimating the
criterion used by each algorithm.
To determine a strategy to explore the HMM structure
search space, two structure adaptation algorithms designed
that are inspired by the two main families of HMM
structure optimization methods. The ﬁrst explores the
search-space using a local model selection approach, and
uses the likelihood as a guiding criterion for structure
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adaptation. The second derives its guiding criterion from
data heuristics.
Based on these initial choices, the general adaptation
framework is proceeding by alternatively adapting the
parameters and the structure of the model. The parameter
adaptation stage is based on supervised MAP or MLLR,
while the structure adaptation stage involves two basic
merging and splitting operators of HMM states.
3.2.1 Basic Operations Used for HMM Structure
Adaptation
Let consider an initial model with a given number of
states. In order to converge to an optimal number of states
with regard to the new data (greater or lower than the initial
number), both state splitting and state merging operations
are allowed. The algorithms are restricted to the case of
left/ right models, which allows us to take advantage of the
left/ right a priori when performing an operation of
structure modiﬁcation. This is clearly an advantage because
it reduces the number of candidates for state merging
operations (only two successive states can be merged,
contrarily to fully-connected HMM models). Also assume
that all HMM states have the same number of Gaussians as
required by the use of MLLR where matrix operations are
possible only if this constraint is satisﬁed.

Figure 2: State deletion
State deletion is performed by merging two consecutive
states of the model (see Figure 2). Let G be the number of
Gaussian components associated to each state, the data
model of the new state resulting from the merging process
is originally associated to 2G components. In order to avoid
a growth phenomenon, the number of components of this
new state is kept constant. For this purpose, the application
of a mixture collapsing algorithm that uses a particular
clustering strategy is introduced. This algorithm iteratively
merges the two closest Gaussian components in the
mixture until the desired number of components is reached.
of this new state is
The self-transition probability
computed in the same way as in so that its length is half
the sum of the lengths and
of the two initial states
giving rise to the update Equations (6):

Figure 3: State insertion

Regarding the state insertion, an original procedure
quite different from existing methods is developed.
Existing approaches usually perform state insertion (see
Figure 3) by duplicating one state , thus creating two new
states
and
identical to the initial state. The selftransition probabilities of these states
and
are
updated so that the sum of the lengths of the two states is
twice the length of the initial splitted state
(Eq. (7)):
The re-estimation procedure following this duplication
should result in differentiating these two states. However
this duplication rule is inappropriate for MLLR adaptation
because the two states share the same emission probability
and thus they would be modiﬁed in the same manner and
would remain identical all along the MLLR adaptation
process. Therefore, the splitting procedure is modified as
follows. A new state is inserted between the state to split
and
(the closest adjacent neighbour of
according to the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the
emission distributions of the two states). This new state is
the result of merging
and
. This procedure
preserves the left/right topology of the model, as depicted
in Figure 3.
In accordance with some model selection approaches,
rely on the Gaussian mixtures of the states for the choice of
the two states to merge (in case of state deletion) or the
state to split (in case of state insertion). The two successive
states in the model with the closest emission probability
densities (in term of Kullback-Leibler divergence) are
chose to merge. Also assume that the greater similarity
between these two GMMs minimizes the risk of
information loss resulting from state merging.
In the same way, temporal split on the state with the
GMM of higher variance proceeded, because by allowing
one more state, expecting a reduction in the variance and
thus a better model with a higher likelihood on the
adaptation data. Temporal split is not suitable when
training generic models. This defect is ineffective at
creating models that are specialized on a unique font (i.e.
the developing system).
Based on the previous operations, two adaptation
algorithms Model selection based structure adaptation
(MS-SA)[1] and State duration based structure adaptation
(SD-SA)[1] used for recognizing characters.
IV.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The proposed system performs feature extraction and
recognition by using transition histogram for high
confident characters and for degraded image segments
structure and parameter adaptation of HMMs.
The adaptation algorithms MA-SA, SD-SA improve
hidden Markov model adaptation by a combination of
structure optimization procedures with data model
adaptation. These adaptation algorithms can be improved in
many respects. First, a more reﬁned modelling of the data
distribution in the representation space can be envisaged in
order to reﬂect the new data statistics, either by adapting
the number of components of each Gaussian mixture to
take into account the statistics of the new data, or by
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including contextual state splitting procedures. Second,
these algorithms have only been applied to left- right
HMMs. It would be interesting to evaluate a generalization
of these algorithms to other types of HMM topology.
HMMs can also specified for transition histograms of
labeled data and adaptation to the same improve accuracy
and can avoid the complexity of using MA-SA, SD-SA for
recognition purpose.
Regarding the printed text recognition area further
improvements of the system can be by the integration of
linguistic constraints such as lexicon and language models.
This word recognition system could easily be trained to
deal with different printed cursive scripts such as
Malayalam. The evaluation of the adaptation algorithms on
handwritten documents, for example, on a writer adaptation
task, would be of interest. The approach, based on hidden
Markov models, is easily transferable to this type of data.
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